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INT. LIVING ROOM, DINGY FLAT - NIGHT 

A small cramped living room. The atmosphere is cloudy and 
it's dimly lit. Thumping 90's drum & bass plays loudly. 

A group of young adults are 'dancing' in a small circle, 
running and smashing in to one another every time the beat 
drops. 

A SKINNY GUY flies out of the circle and in to a small coffee 
table in the centre of the room, where A BURLY MAN grabs him 
and throws him back. 

BURLY MAN 
Watch it twiglet! 

The Burly Man turns back to the coffee table where his 2 
DRUGGIE FRIENDS are lining up coke and snorting it. Others 
sit laughing and drinking next to them. 

INT. HALLWAY, DINGY FLAT - NIGHT 

The narrow hallway is crammed with people chatting and 
couples snogging passionately. 

INT. KITCHEN, DINGY FLAT - NIGHT 

A DRUNK COUPLE stand arguing. 

The DISHEVELLED WOMAN (25) throws a glass at her partner. He 
flinches as it splinters in to smithereens on the floor, 
escalating the argument, he grabs her. 

INT. BATHROOM, DINGY FLAT - NIGHT 

It's quieter in here. The lights are bright, but the sounds 
of chatting and shouting are still heard, muffled through the 
walls with the banging of the drum & bass. 

Two young sisters, ANNIE (9) and EMMA (6) sit, glum and 
bored. Annie perches against the sink, she looks at Emma who 
sits in the bath, dangling her feet over the ledge. 

Emma takes a deep breathe and stands. 

EMMA 
I'm going to find mum! 

Annie looks towards the door, then scrunches her nose. 

ANNIE 
Let's just stay here, okay? 
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Emma slumps back down in a huff. 

Quickly searching the room for something to do, Annie spots a 
bucket of cleaning products under the sink. She grabs them. 

She excitedly waves a cloth at Emma, encouraging her to take 
it. Emma isn't impressed. 

ANNIE 
Fine. Suit yourself. 

Annie jumps up and starts cheerily scrubbing the bathroom 
mirror, she makes it look fun. Emma watches. 

Annie looks down and sees her young sister gazing up at her. 
She stops cleaning, smiles sweetly and hands her a cloth. 
They begin to scrub the tiles together. 

Annie sprays along the tiles and Emma follows her with the 
cloth. It becomes a game. They laugh as Annie tries to make 
it harder and harder for Emma to catch up, spraying it 
higher, where Emma struggles to reach. 

Suddenly the bathroom door bursts open and a chubby drunk man 
sways in the doorway. It's ANDY (30). 

ANDY 
Fuck! Look at you two little 
munchkins. 

Annie and Emma watch him. As he turns his head towards the 
hallway, he sways his body even more. 

ANDY 
Oi! How much do I owe your kids for 
the clean up? 

The girls laugh. Annie mouths "Drunk" at Emma and starts to 
imitate his swaying. Andy catches them. 

ANDY 
Are you two laughing at me? 

Emma shakes her head and the girls giggle. He moves further 
in to the bathroom and closes the door. 

ANDY 
I'll know if you're laughing at me. 
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They cover their mouths but can't control it, they have the 
giggles. Andy goes towards them, then stops. 

His face turns cold. Shock and fear overcome him. He walks 
nervously towards the shower, then turns to Annie. 

ANDY 
Did you see that? 

ANNIE 
What? 

Their laughter subsides. He turns to Emma. 

ANDY 
Don't take the piss! You saw it, 
right? 

Emma looks to Annie, unsure. 

EMMA 
I haven't seen anything?! 

The girl's look warily at one another, then back at Andy, as 
he slowly creeps towards the shower. 

He flings the shower curtain open, shouting... 

ANDY 
Got Ya! 

The girls squeal in shock. He turns to them, finger over his 
mouth. 

ANDY 
Shhh!! You'll scare him away. 

Annie puts her arms around a worried Emma and leads her away 
from the shower. Emma looks to her big sister. 

EMMA 
Scare...scare who away? 

A sly grin creeps over Andy's face. He bends down, picks up 
the toilet brush and holds it in the air. He raises one 
eyebrow, chuckles and whispers... 

ANDY 
The weasel! 

His eyes flash wide, his grin menacing. He starts waving the  
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toilet brush in the air, then runs in to the shower with a 
'This is Sparta' air of bravery, whacking the shower curtain 
furiously and screaming to himself. 

ANDY 
I'll get you! You little shit. Get 
back here! Fuck! 

Annie takes Emma's hand tightly. She opens the bathroom door 
to leave, but a couple stand snogging passionately in the 
doorway. They try to pass, but are stuck. 

ANDY 
I'll get you! AH! AAAHHHH! 

Andy backs out of the shower and runs out of the bathroom in 
fear, pushing the couple out of the way. 

The girls look at one another confused. Emma picks up the 
toilet brush from the floor and hands it to her sister. Annie 
edges towards the shower nervously. 

EMMA 
Can you see it? 

Annie shakes her head. Emma follows her slowly. 

There's nothing there. 

EMMA 
He's crazy! 

Emma smirks mischievously. 

EMMA 
Andy! 

ANNIE 
Emma, no! Don't be silly. 

EMMA 
Andy! I can see it, come quick! 

ANNIE 
Emma!! 

Annie grabs Emma towards her. 

The door swings open slowly. Andy stands cowering, sweat 
dripping from his brow, his face cold and pale. He's crying. 
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ANDY 
The weasel? Is it in there? 

Emma nods and giggles. Annie slaps her on the arm. 

ANDY 
Noooo! 

Andy composes himself, adjusting his posture. With a deep 
breath, he takes one stride in to the bathroom. Annie holds 
the toilet brush out for him. He refuses. 

ANDY 
Where is it? 

Emma points towards the bath. He rolls his sleeves up and 
looks at the bath. 

ANDY 
Stand back. I've got this. 

Annie takes a firm hold of Emma now, but Emma is howling with 
laughter. 

Andy concentrates on the bath. His eyes squint with focus, he 
smiles wryly, nodding to himself. 

ANDY 
I see you! Oh yes, you furry fucker of 
death. No, you're not getting away 
this time. 

Andy run and jumps in to the bath. He starts throwing punches 
in the air, screaming manically. Bouncing up and down, 
dodging punches himself, like a game of imaginary fisticuffs. 

Emma's laughter slowly subsides as Andy starts screaming 
loudly. His face turning bright red and his throat horse. 

He clambers out of the bath and crawls towards the sink, 
where he curls in to a ball of shaking fear. 

Annie takes Emma's hand and rushes out of the bathroom. 

INT. HALLWAY, DINGY FLAT - NIGHT 

Annie and Emma look at one another concerned, Andy's wails of 
terror can still be heard through the door. 
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Annie looks around at the crowds of people in the hallway, 
dodging drunks as she nudges past them with Emma in tow. 

She stops at the kitchen and peers around the door. 

INT. KITCHEN, DINGY FLAT - NIGHT 

The Dishevelled Woman stands in the kitchen, still arguing 
with her boyfriend. She turns to see a tired Annie tugging at 
her arm. 

DISHEVELLED WOMAN 
Not now Annie. 

ANNIE 
We want to go home... 

She looks at Annie sternly. 

DISHEVELLED WOMAN 
I said, not now! 

EMMA O.S 
Please, mum! 

Their DISHEVELLED MOTHER looks at Emma and sighs. 

EXT. ANNIE AND EMMA'S HOME - NIGHT 

Their Dishevelled Mother struggles with her keys at the door. 

INT. ANNIE AND EMMA'S HOME - NIGHT 

The front door bursts open and the Dishevelled Mother 
stumbles inside. Annie and Emma follow. 

Annie switches on the light as their mother chucks her bag 
across the living room. She looks at Emma. 

DISHEVELLED MOTHER 
You hungry, love? There's some bread 
left on the table. 

Emma starts towards the kitchen. She passes her Mother on the 
way, who gives her an affectionate kiss on the head. Emma 
smiles and wanders off. 

Annie tries to evade her mother's stare, but she bends down 
to Annie and strokes her face softly. 
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DISHEVELLED MOTHER 
You're my beautiful grown up angel, 
aren't you? 

Annie nods, eyes to the floor. Her mum starts to stroke her 
hair, smiling lovingly. 

DISHEVELLED MOTHER 
Now, mummy needs you to look after 
your sister for a little while... 

Annie looks at her, emotionless. 

ANNIE 
Where are you going? 

DISHEVELLED MOTHER 
I just left something at the party, 
sweetheart. I won't be long. I need 
you to tuck your sister in to bed, 
okay? 

Annie looks disappointed. She nods. Her mother's smile grows 
wider. 

DISHEVELLED MOTHER 
You're such a good girl. My beautiful 
girl. 

She hugs Annie tightly. 

Annie stares over her mother's shoulder at Emma, who is 
entering from the kitchen with a slice of dry bread. 

INT. BEDROOM, ANNIE AND EMMA'S HOME - NIGHT 

The room is dimly lit by a yellow rabbit night light. Two 
single beds lie parallel, with a still sleeping body in each 
of them. It's silent. 

The body in the right bed starts to wriggle around. It's 
Emma, she sits up. 

EMMA 
Pssst..Annie! 

ANNIE 
I'm asleep. 

EMMA 
Annie, wake up...Annie! 
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Annie sits up from the other bed, angrily. 

ANNIE 
What?! 

EMMA 
Listen... 

Annie sits still a moment, waiting. 

ANNIE 
What? 

EMMA 
The rustling? 

Annie flings herself back down to her pillow, but Emma stays 
sat up, alert. 

EMMA 
What if it's the weasel? 

ANNIE 
Go to sleep! 

EMMA 
What if it came home with us? 

She gets increasingly panicked. 

EMMA 
What if it's in here? It could be 
under the bed? What if it hurts us? 
Annie? 

ANNIE 
I'll hurt you, if you don't shut up. 

Emma starts to sob quietly. 

EMMA 
Annie, it's the weasel! I'm scared! 

Annie sits up. She sighs and trudges over to Emma's bed. 

ANNIE 
Hey, come on. Don't be silly. 

Emma looks up at her. 
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ANNIE 
I won't let any weasel's in here. 

EMMA 
Do you promise? 

ANNIE 
I promise. Look, you have Mr Beans 
here to protect you too. 

Annie picks up Mr Beans - an old Teddy bear with matted fur 
and one eye dangling from a piece of thread. She hands him to 
Emma, who smiles. 

ANNIE 
Nothing's going to hurt you. 

Emma hugs Annie, then Mr Beans, and snuggles back down in to 
bed with him. Annie gives her sister a kiss on the forehead 
and wanders back to bed. 

INT. BEDROOM, ANNIE AND EMMA'S HOME - NIGHT 

It's peaceful. Annie and Emma drift off to sleep. 

There's a rustling sound and Annie shoots up. She glances at 
her sister, but Emma is sleeping. She looks around, it's 
calm. She shakes her head and lies back down. 

There is a tapping of tiny feet. Annie opens her eyes and 
pulls her covers up to her head. 

The tapping noise gets louder and louder, as Annie curls in 
to a little ball, shaking and whimpering. 

She lies staring in to the darkness in fear. 

Tap, Tap, Tap... 

                                                      THE END 


